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IN THE HIGH COURT .OF DELHI AT NEW D.ELHI
WRIT:PETITION (C) NO.

5590 .OF 2.015

IN THE MATTER OF:

SHAMNAD BASH EER

,., PETITIONER

VERSUS
UNION OF INDIA-& OTHERS
.

... RESPONDENTS

.

FURTHERAFFIDAVIT ON BEHALF OF RES~ONOENT NO.4
I, Narendra Heddy Thappeta, son of T. Sri Chandra$ekhara

ReddyJ aged about 53 year~., resld.t;!nt of 15$, Phcrse: :1,, Adar~h Palrn

Meadows, Ramagundanahalli, Bangalore -

560066~

do hereby

·soJemn.lyafffrm ·and state as under:

'1. Jh~t I am ·th~ R~~ppndent No. 4 h~rein;. I am well acquainted with

the 'facts and

circumstances of the case.

and am ·as such

competent to affrrm the pr.esent affidavit. I· state that r have
already filed a detailed reply to the a~ove writ petition,

supporting the Petitioner's contentions :as regards the vague
and
.
·.

often

.

...

irrel(:!vc;~nt/ioappropric:Jte n~ture

of, Form 27 of the Patent

Rul'es; 2003 to the vari'ous variety of h1ventions, particularly in the
ield oflnformation and communicatlon technologies.

NO.OF CORRECT.lONo~

,. "'~
)
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2. I state that I :j::~m filing the present ~ddltional Jeply~ with a view to

supplem~ntihg my reply d;3ted 12th February 2016: filed in the

above proce.edlngs, so as to place on record certain additional
fac.ts and documents that have taken ·place after the filing of my
reply. The contents of my first reply are· reiterated but are not
beln~

repeated herein forthe

s~ke

qfbrevity.

3, This additional. :»ubmlssion Is made primarily for the purpose of
dr;:~wing

the attention of the Honjble Court to

th~

challenges

faaed by the Patentees with electronic filings of working

statements (fbrm;-27).
4. As a background to this. additional submission, I. note that the
Ministry of Commerce. and Industry

on 26th October 2015 issued

a draft of ~he Patents (Amendment)! Rules, 201.5' {hereinafter

'Oraft Rules') and invited suggestions anq/or obJections ftom

members. of the public, As set out'in my first reply, I participated
inth~

c::onsultation pro.ces$ anq

s.ul:mtit~ed

concerns regarding the

format of Form 27 to the :authorities. A oopy of the Answering
Respondent's.

~ubirlisslons at that

time are all·eady placed on

...

··-•······- ··-· ... -~

B
wi'Iich overlaps· In

m,anv

resp~cts. wi~h the. currently operative

form which Wa.s: inttoduped via the Patents Rules 2003 {hereafter

'Original

Form~). In vleW·of the 'inputs from.the stakeholders,

the

Patent Office teverted to the prior form (i,e., Original Form),

lnstead of addressing the concerns ~l(pre$sed by the various
stakeholders that w~re applicable (;!lso With respect to the
original Form •

.s.

Th~ P~tent Rt.d.e!i.

2003 were further ar;nended by Patents

(Amendment) Rules, 2016 with effect froiT116~5-2016.. Rule 6 (1A) of the amended rules mandates that patent agents file all

doGumentS 1 lnducHng form-27, only by eJ~ctronk transmission
dul¥ authenticated. This has· practically meant that the agents :are
mandated. to :subrrtit Form-27 only u~ingthe forms d~sjgned and

p:rovided by'the :Patent Offlce .pn the e-.firing portal. As the· Patent
Office rolled out the, electronic version of form-27, the patentees

have become painfully $ware of the ·various practftal problems

with the choice of design of the electronic. version of form-27

c::ontrolied only· by the P~lent Offi~e, and oat. by the patentees.
1he, fundamentcrl problem with the 'electronic version ofform-27

.absence· of flexibillties to. the Patentee.!;' which clearly
NO.OF CORRECTIONS!
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thwart the ·pertinent disclosures the patentees would wish to

provide, as applicable to their specific technology and business
context, consistent wlth the objectives of the Patents Act 1970.

For e><arnple; one, ,may visualize

a less than thumb size

.component {or merely a digital design of the same) provided by
one technologist in their area of speciallzati·on eventually gets
solei to ~:Jn end-custqmer in India in the form of a much bigger

computer system.

In the applicable channels of trade, the

component may Ghange ha,nds of several parties as the pertinent
prodiJGts are in.crementally developed before

th~e

product is

eventually sold .ln lndJa.. Many of the intermediate parties from

the. designer of the thlHl'l~= size· component to the eventual seller
of the lar8e computer system,

may not operate ln India nor have

direct relationship With the designer of the thum.b

si~e

component. AsstJming=the· patertt is= directed to the thumb size

componenti· the patente~ should be
, of her/his inventfon

b~sed

a-bJ~

to= disclose the working

on the :general avaHablUty of the

cornputers s/he Is· aware of, consistent with the objectives of the

Patents A<;t 1970. Should the. pa.tentee of the th.umb size
com'ponent be forced to Instead record different Information,

that would be Inaccurate information contrary to the objectiVes
of the Patents Act. The electronic "form·--27, by Its rigid design in

requiring variou.s entries,. could thus thwart even the law abiding
and good intentioned patentees from being able to disclose the
pertinent Information and aid the objectives-,ofthe Patents Act.

7. The rigid design of form-27 can also force the patentees to
dlsdos.e, less pertinent information c;tt the exclusfon of more
pertinent information, again contrary tq

Patents Act 1970.

the

objectives of the

As a simpHfled exarnpl.e for illustration, a

patented cloud/web based technological patent that clearly
sa~isfie$

the working requirements (dye to ubiquitous reach of the·

web} rnay be reported as .one unit d:urlng first year of
implementation -and zero units (since not 'made' in the
corresponding c::alendar year) in years thereafter, while the
stiiltutory objectives: may be much better satlsffed by merely
namtng the product with the corresponding, o_perational status,

that would b~ cl~arlyio~ntified b,y the public and th~ authorities.
I made a fi.Jrthe'r representation dated 12th· September 2017to the

Controller

GenElr~l of

Patentsi providing more detaile!d examples

.. hile generally explaining that the Wbtking requirements- are

satisfied in ways not contemplated by the current forrn-27
reflecting the varied ways in which technologies such as computer
related inventions (CRis) manifest (again, a character not shared
in the pharmaceutical space). A true copy of my re.presentation
s~nt by emi:JJI

dated 12th September 2017 is

ann~xed as

ANNEXURE R4/9. I also submitted th~ said r~presentatlon by

email to the Department .of Industrial Policy & Promotion and the
'

lnqlan Patents Office in December 201'7 in the context of a
stakeholders' meeting held In New Delhi (Which I did not attend}.
Subsequently, the Indian Patents O:ffke Issued on 02Jan
stat~m1;3nt setting

2018,~.

a

out the various concerns ral~ed by stCikeholders.

and the steps· initiated by the Patents Office: in response. My
representation has been taken note of at 1tem 99 and the Patent

Office has· indicated that the said concern will be examined. True
copy of the Statement issved by the Patent Off!ce, is

e3nn~xed

as

ANNEXURE R4/10.

9. In summary, I thus state that the Electronic Fo:rm..;27 as It

presently stands,, unlike; its:aarlier version of Form 58 (p;;Jrticularly
in paper form) of the
fl~xihility

P~tent

of response· so

i;JS

Rules 1 1972,, does not contemph:tte·

to take Into account the. wide variet¥

of'inventions in multiple areas
not possible for

oft~chnology.

Furthermore, it is

any patentee to stipuli;lte on the onli·ne·form that

certain rnformation is Incapable of being supplied, for whatever
legally permissible purpose.

10~.1 also draw the attention of the HonJble Court to critical

foundational ;questions that the officials at Patent OffiCe have

be:en unable to

guide the p@tentees over the p~~t several years,

as Form-,27 practice diverg~d from the open-en·cted. questions of
the,erstwhile Fotm 5.8:tmNards. the present Form·.

ll. The first one of Sllch foundational

que~tions

Is whf;lt Is 'patented

Invention'' for the purpose of Fbtl'Tl-27 practlca. I believe that
qUestion is easy to answer with clos·e to legal certainty in areas

such as pharmaceuticals· when

the claim (defining the .invention)

covers a chemical :composition. That .same level of clarity is not
there. in

areas such as

technqlogie~

information and

communication

and accorciJngly prE;!sents challengf3$ for the

patentees in form-27 ptactrce.

Asfmllar question on establishing

the·· bpundaries of pa~ented invention co.mes up in 'infringement

I
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dear guidance: In
tommunic~tioh

~reas-

having character close to information and

technologies. The patentees are accordingly

l

l
~

~

forced to. examJ11e the

l

l

j

practices in other jurisdictions in defining

'patented tnventlot11 · as relevant to individual patents.

For

j
i

·.:

~

example, In l;JS,

the court condqcts an ·extensive pre.-trial hearing

~

of 1Ciaim construction' to estabJlsh the
at dispute.

bovndarie~ of the patent

That pre-trial hearing fs commonly known as

'M1;1tkman Heating', which is

e~plalned briefl.y ln. the related wiki

page attached he.reto as ANNEXURE R4/11.
understanding that
'

rigor

of

It is. my

very rarely do patentees go thrGugh slmlla.r
.

claim con~truotlon rner~ly

fo:r the purpose of annual

compliance in answering form-27.

12. The

repeated reference to 'Patented Invention; in form-2.7 often

leaves the patentee with the concern whether the Patents Act

1970 requires them to conduct a similar level of due diligence.
Speciffcallv~
~ection

it is a concern whether the penal provisions of

122 would. be necessari'ly attracted in the absence of such

due diligence In vlew of the refer~nc:as to= 'Pa.tented Invention' of

~

. .-

~-...

f

. ' .

•

13. The· statements in the preceding two paragraphs may beg the

question as to whether a p·atentee does not. know the scope of
the iPE!tented Invention'. Indeed~ in many complex cases; the
·patente~

does: not know that ac;tiJa! precise scope .given the

complex questions of claim interpretation that are involved
(Including the nuances of the interpretation of words. hi the

dQlms/speciflcatlonl

estoppel~~

closer took at plethora of prior art

that may or may not have been examfned,

etc~).

The- scope of a

pateht irnd the product coverage: is hot precisely known for

anpther important re.ason. The lifespan of a. patent

i~

20 years

from the date of fHin~, and the inventors may have left the

patentee

organl~ation

bef<Jre the invention
patentee

organiz~tion~

before even the patent grant or worse

Is

lmplement~d

as a product by the

Added to. this is the constant redE!sign of

the products (which ·fact does not exist in pharmaceUtical area)
and one· does not e.xamine the detarls of the evolving
product~/verslon~·

(In potentially different group/location, etc.)

normally· as ·against ,each pe:ndlng patent ih the. organization's

""\.
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14.1n View of the above, it Is my understanding that the legal
pracdtioners in lndla have :guided the p~tehtees of information

fmd communicatlbn

te~hnolog'les

=space to provide good.-faith

answers bqsed on genera.! understanding of the "patented

technolbgy'' (representing a general hut reasonably precise
understanding of what is sought to be patented}, whi'ch is legally
understood to be dJfferent from "pate.nted invention'' (which
defines the predse scope of the. patent grant) ..

15. Even assuming. the. answers· are sought to be provided based on
patented technology at a general level (disregarding the
9ifference from 1 patented invention' u,sed irl the Patents Act in

relation to Working Statements), the Patent office officials: in the.
past have been unable to answer several questions on how to
provide various

count~/nurrtbers

requested in Form-27 recently.

As merely an Illustrative example.,

ther~

are often scenarios in

which two devlces may be implemented in collaboration 'for a
$Pe9l,flc pU_tpose. The same technolqgy <;an be

clt~lmed

directed

ln an apparatus form to cove.r the· first svs.tern,, the second

ystetn, a: part/cdmponent of the

first ,system or the s.econ.d

ystem, or the combination under various' provisions of the
·«'

\_..

1/
Patents Act 1970. lri .additioi11 the· same patent applicaUon can
have method claims. The claims. can potentially be, of slightly

different .sco,pe in technical subject matter, but linked by the
same inventive concept under sect.ion 10 of the Patents Act upon
payment of the. appllcable fee.s. These different sets of claims ·are

presenteo to take fuiJ

.advant~g~

of the provisions of the Patents

Actwith a vieW to: protect the inventive aspects in various ways It
It· Is unclear whether the

can manifest it1 the market place.
patentee need.s· to use one form

or multiple

forms

f~r

each of

such clalms in the· same patent applh::ationr in addition to the

mode of measurement of units being unclear for method claims
Which can be: directed to internal operatlon ofthe apparatus.
16.

lh~

concerns noted above can be addressed, for example, by an

undertaking that the Executive branch wHI provide written

guidance wlth examples In various typical factual scenarios, on
Form~27

how to complete online ve-rsion of

they implement,

pa.rtlcLJiarly for all the m~ndatoryfie.lds. Such a practice would be
clearly in· line wli:h the

progressive· practices, the Patent Office has

followed in issues related to .computer -related inventions (CRis)

rn the past few years.

fv 1~

NO.OF CORRE.C1lON6 ..

I~
17. The result of the absence of clarity both from 'C1 legal and
operational· point in. view of above; combined with punitive

measures on the books of the P·atehts Act 1970, has been fear,
uncertainty and doubt in the minds, of patentees who wish to
clearly abide by the law.

iS• The Hon;ble Court Is accordingly respectfully urged. to provide
~ufficient

usable

guioance and direction to enst,~re

C1

system that is easily

by the patentees to provide ,the most pertinent

information for conveying the working details of the invention

consistent with thestatutory objectives.
19. Should the: Hon'ble Court entertain- the: suggestion of ·an expert

co.r:n.mitt(!e for the pyrpose of re~.esigntng formr-27, 'it fs
respectfully ur~edthat representatives' be included, among others

felt suitable, experts from industr.ies in various disciplines
reflecting the diver$e character of the patented technolqgies in

the relpted pusiness.envlronments.
.zo~

.

'

It is su.brnitted that therefore, inasmuch as the Respondents l to
3 have themselve~: acknowledged the·· practical problems faced in
filling· out Forrn 27~ particularly In relation to· non .. pharmaceutical
I

inventions, a'nd have undertaken to

e><~rnine
(,

NO.OF CORRECTIONS.

the said issue, they
~

r-J ~

13
must

nece$~arily

do so ln a tim~ bound fashion, so as to

pa~ente~s, ·and Hcensees to

enabl~

comply ·with their obligations fo.r the

current year:j, i.e. before 31 M~rch 2018.

t--\p._M~ ~~
DEPONENT
.

,."-...l

VERIFICATION
I, the ()bpve named Depon~nt; do hereby solemnly affirm and

verify that the contents ,of this affidavit are true to best of my
knowledge and belief and nothing material has been concealed
then~from.

Verified on this the lGth day ofJanuary, 2018 at:Bangalore ..
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DEPO ENT

. .::FORE [\1\E .
.1tJht... ~nam,u.

~tot 1) o
1
·'Uf .B.Com.,LLB.,

ADVOCATE&, NOTARY PUBLIC
Nikithr:l Complex,

1st Floor To H.otel Pranam,
Near Mini Vidhana Soudha,
,

. ~ '\\..__..-.---HOSKOTE~562114
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(vii) for "Form No. Z7", the followlns Form shall be substituted, namely:-

Q

~;

~

FORMZ7

~

THE PATENTS ACT, 1970

-J

(39of1970)

~

~~
~

and

~E

The Patents Rules, 2003

..~
~

~

Statement reprdlns the wortdn1 of the patented Invention on commerdal scale In India

~~

(see section 146 (2) and sub-rule (1) of rule 131 )

j
~l

;·.;

~
~

@;,

1. Insert name, address and

In the matter of patent No............ - ....Rranted on DD/MM/YYYY

nationality of the patentee(s) or

1/We ...........................~............. - ...... - ...... _ ...............- .•

llcensee(s).

.........................................................- ..................... _ .............hereby

il

furnish

followlns statement about the working of said patent on commercial scale:

:;\
'I

2. State the calendar year to which

<-

~·:

·~

;:{

the statement relates.

~

3. The details of working.

For the year..........- ..........- ......

By Patentee:

;j

~~

Value (In Rupees)

Quantum

Item

-

"

~

a) Manufactured In India

'

'!IJ
_,

Imported

b)

from

other

';~

'~

~

countries (slve country wise

~'i

details)

11

~

~
~

-~

c) Grant of Ur:enses
~\
"-" _,
\-,t£,·

By licensee:

Exclusive

;1

~
~
;1

~
~

Quantum

Item
a) Manufactured In India

~

•)

;;]
~

b)

Imported

from

other

~~

countries (give country wise

;'1

details)

'""
"8

c) Grant of sub-licenses

~-;

~

(;
~

;1

:J~:l

38

o

Non-exclusive 0
Value (In Rupees)

the

':'.
..

4.Details

of

products

commercialized by utilizing the
patent
5. If not worked, please state the

By Patentee(s)/Ucensee(s):

reason for not working and steps
being taken for working.
6. To be signed by person(s) giving

Slsnature of Patentee/Ucensee..................._

-

the statement.
7. Name of the natural person who

....-.,..................... .........)
~

(

has signed along with designation
and official seal, If any.
To,
The Controller of Patents
The Patent office
at ...- ...........:_'"""'

Note.· (I) .Strike out whichever Is not applicable.
(II) Repeat boxes In case of more tt)an one entry.'";
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To: The Hon. Controller General of Patents Design and Trademarks

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

,£-'t/:J-

Dated: Sep 12th 2017

To: The Hon. Controller General of Patents, Designs and Trademarks
(CGPDTM), India Patent Office.
From: Narendra R. Thappeta, Patent Agent, Bangalore, nt@iphorizons.com
Date: September 12th 2017
Subject: E-filing of Annual Working Statements Under Patents Act 1970
This memo notes the issues faced by some of the patentees in completing online
FORM-27 during January-March 2017 (hereafter 'Current FORM-27'), and
prays the Honorable Controller to ensure that practices for future years address
the issues noted herein.

11
12

It is specifically explained that the working requirements of Chapter XVI of the

13

Patents Act, 1970 are satisfied in ways not contemplated by the Current FORM27. It is accordingly respectfully prayed that Current FORM-27 be suitably
amended to enable Applicant's to specify the working information, as
applicable to their business context. Specific suggestions on amendment to
Current FORM-27 are provided at the end of this memo.

14

~j.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

This memo is also necessitated by the recent redesign of FORM-30 which
precludes Patentees from submitting FORM-27 using FORM-30 in appropriate
circumstances.

22

23
24
25
26
27
28

@

I. Background
The Patents Act 1970 (as amended), in view of Rule 131 of the Patents
(Amendment) Rules 2016, requires every patentee and licensee to provide
annually a statement (FORM-27) on the working of patented invention in India.
The forms are required to be filled and filed electronically if submitted by the
agents of record.

29
30
31

In the previous calendar year (Jan - Mar 2017), some patentees have been
forced to use FORM-30 to submit a scanned copy of FORM-27 (instead of

32

filling the FORM-27 provided by the !PO's E-filing Portal) in several instances
when the patent was worked to meet the public requirement at reasonable price.
FORM-30 was used pursuant to Rule 8 since the then applicable FORM-27 in
thee-filing portal' does not allow the entry of suitable responses corresponding
to technological/business scenarios of the corresponding patentees.

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

However, we have observed recently that FORM-30 has been redesigned and
does not permit FORM-27 to be uploaded in scanned format.
In addition, in view of the .requirement to file· FORM-27 electronically, the
Patentees are precluded from the option of using suitable variations of the form,
contrary to the express provision ofRule 8(1).
Page 1 of4
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17To: The Hon. Controller General of Patents Design and Trademarks
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68·
69
70
71

~

Dated: Sep 12th 2017

Accordingly, the attention of the Hon. Controller General is drawn to some of
the business/ technological scenarios that have presented issues with FORM-27
practice in the past. It is then prayed that the FORM-27 related practice be
defmed keeping such requirements in mind as well, for the annual working
statements to be submitted from January 20 18.

II. Technological/Business Scenarios
A. Case One: Patentees of computer related inventions(CRis) often rely on
operation of product(s) deployed during several prior years as a basis for
asserting that the patent is being worked, satisfying the reasonable requirements
of the public.
In other words, the patentees often rely on the deployed products from previous
years as a basis for satisfying the principles and requirements contemplated by
Chapter XVI of the Patents Act, 1970 entitled, "Working of Patents,
Compulsory Licenses and Revocation".
Such reliance may be appreciated by understanding that CRI based products do
not cease existence despite repeated use. This is in sharp contrast to
pharmaceutical products which are consumable and cannot be reused in most
scenarios. The ctirrent design of FORM-27 appears to be premised on the
characteristics of pharmaceutical products, which are not shared by CRis.

72

Specifically, current (as of March 2017) design of FORM-27 is unsuited in
requiring the Patentee to specify details of either 'Manufactured in India' or
'Imported from other countries' when the patent is worked in the applicable
calendar year. In particular, a 'No' for 'Manufactured in India' causes the online
FORM-27 to automatically force a 'Yes' for 'Imported from other countries'.

73
74
75
76

It is accordingly respectfully submitted that the design of FORM-27 is
unsuitable for providing the pertinent information for CRis in the corresponding
instances of Case One.

77

78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

B. Case Two: Patentees of CRis (typically component providers) often enter
into global cross licenses covering India also, due to which the products
(components) get incrementally developed globally by potentially several
parties before the end product is sold to customers in India.
Many of the vendors operating in India can be further sub-licensees of the
licensees of the Patentees, with whom the patentee has no direct relationship.
Thus, the patentees in this scenario often do not have a relationship with or
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control over the sales specific to India in view of the dynamics of the global
markets.
In this scenario, the patentee is clearly aware of the existence of the CRis being
in operation in India (satisfying the public requirements clearly), but does not
control or know the specific vendors in India who are manufacturing in India,
importing into or selling the products in India.
Accordingly, the Patentees would wish to assert that the Requirements of Public
are fully met (based on knowledge of availability of products in India), but
cannot provide details of the specific activities of the licensees or sub-licensees
as related to commercial working in India.
Specifically, if the Patentee indicates that the 'License Granted' is Yes as a
basis for concluding that the reasonable requirements of public are met, Current
FORM-27 would require entry of the Licensee Name and Sub-licensee name,
which the Patentee is unable to provide.
Similarly, the Patentee is sometimes aware of the general market dynamics
causing imports, but has neither control over nor clear ,knowledge of the
activities of independent third parties. Accordingly, the patentee is unable to
provide the details of countries where the patented product is imported from and
also value of the product in other countries.
Again, even in this case, FORM-27 appears to have been designed keeping in
mind the dynamics of pharmaceutical industry (not shared· by CRI markets),
where medicines may not be developed incrementally in many levels before
reaching an end-consumer. It is accordingly submitted that the design of Current
FORM-27 is unsuitable for providing information for CRis in, the instances
corresponding to Case Two also.
C. Case Three: There are many CRis, which are substantially in the form of
software instructions. Several challenges are presented in answering the
questions of Current FORM-27.
Firstly, it is ,often unclear how to interpret the term 'manufactured' referred to in
Current FORM-27 in such a context. It may be appreciated that, the software
instructions are designed, tested and fmalized with teams from various locations
globally. Once the instruction set is finalized, the set may be dynamically
downloaded or copied relatively easily from one medium to another. Software
can be reused many times locally or from large servers in the cloud.
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In such scenarios, it is unclear how to answer the question whether the patented
product is 'Manufactured in India'.
Similarly, in CRI space (unlike in medicines), the same end product sold to
consumers can be covered by thousands of patents due to the very nature of the
technology. The Patentees fmd it challenging to ascertain contribution of a
patent to the revenue achieved by selling such a multi-patent embodied product.
Current FORM-27 is unsuitable for providing information for CRis in the
instances corresponding to Case Three also.
D. Case Four: Patentees of some CRis (specifically in software product space)
simply license products, without reference to specific patents. In other words,
what is licensed in the market place is a product for use .to specific customers,
and there is no license granted expressly for any of the Patentee's patents that
may be covered by the product thus licensed.
It is fairly clear under those circumstances that the products licensed by the

Patentee satisfy the reasonable requirements of the public.
In such a situation, the Patentee is best served by answering the 'facts' (noting
licensing of the product) as opposed to stating conclusions on whether or not
specific patents have been licensed (which they may not be). Current FORM-27
is unsuitable for providing information for CRis in the instances corresponding
to Case Four also.

ill. Suggestions
The Hon. Controller General is respectfully urged to define the FORM-27
practice addressing the issues noted above.
One suggestion is to permit scanned copy of FORM-27 to be submitted (either
by itself or in conjunction with FORM-30 as in 2017 January-March).
Another suggestion is to add a new field, which permits the patentee the
flexibility to explain in free-text format their basis for assertion of having met
working requirements. In essence, when the basis is other than manufacturing or
importing, the patentee should be able to explain that basis in this new
suggested field.
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ISSUES RAISED AND SUGGESTIONS RECEIVED FROM STAKEHOLDERS AND STEPS TAKEN BY THE OFFICE OF CGPDTM ' . -

1<-lt-I /~)(} -

FOR IMPROVEMENT IN PROCESSES IN IPO
[STAKEHOLDERS' MEETING WITH SIPP ON 7-12-2017 AT DIPP, DELHI]
PATENT OFFICE
Issues raised and suggestions received from Stakeholders

SI.No.

Response of office of CGPDTM regarding steps
taken/being taken for improvement in
processes and resolving issues

1.

18 month Publici:ltion information may be sent by email:

Published in journal. SMS alert also started

As a part of automation process and public friendly service by the Patent Office, the 18 month
.

-

~

---

_publication.information service can _be automated like_FER,_Graot, Renewal d~t~ilsi:Jre_ b~Lng_seQt

-

-·

-

-

·- -· .

-

-

-

-

-- -

-·

-
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-

- -

-

through the email

2.

3.

E-maiiiD not properly updated in the PO database when there is change in address of service.

Suggestion accepted.

EmaiiiD of the new agent should replace the emaiiiD of the previous agent.

Normally appropriate action is taken. However,

No correspondence should be sent to previous agent e-mail.

specific cases remaining may be brought to the

Update of email address of the current Agent/Attorney in the system:

notice for action from the office.

The IPO should send the communication to the Attorney on record.

Database for email IDs is already being

Also, the portal is allowing the attorneys/ agents to edit the email address. There are cases

maintained and refinement/improvement is

where the email address has been updated by attorneys for the wrong application.

done routinely.

Therefore, update of email ids should be done by the Patent Office IT department so that IPO
has a control over it and can avoid several such issues.
~
~

4.

Last Date Reminder services should be sent through email for example:

SMS alert has been started

1. Request for Examination Filing, 2. FER, 3. Renewal Filing, 4.·Form 27

5.
6.

Delivery of FER through emails: There ate cases where FER has been issued and not sent to the

Besides alternatively cross checking the issued

correct email address of the Applicant's agent.

FERs and Hearing Letters, IPO has also

It would be appreciated if IPO creates a delivery receipt system or monitoring system that the
Attorney on record received the FER.

7.

Non-receipt ofFERs/hearing notices by e-mail continues despite various complaints/follow-ups,
due to which the applications have been erroneously abandoned. Substantial tim1~ is lost in
following up to revive the application.

undertaken re-issuing FERs owing to the error in
email or otherwise on the part of IPO.
SMS alert also started

cit
8.

Designs:
Form 1: Examiners are asking Form-1 and all other documents in hard copies when application is
filed online.
Representation Sheets: Line diagrams are still not being considered and we are being asked

Specific cases should be cited for para 1 & 2.
Option of online submission of response to
design FERs online has been developed and
being implemented ..

photographic representations which are not available in certain cases.
Documents On Record: Sometimes documents are sent by post [like priority
documents/responses etc.] which show delivered in tracking databases, but they do not reach
respective examiners. There should be Option of online submission of design FER response.

9.

Disposal: Cases where FER issued and responses filed before 1st January 2017 and no action has

Old cases already taken up for disposal on

been taken needs to be disposed of by March 2018. Everyone can provide the Patent office with

priority.

such list. Some very old cases have not been disposed as files are lost or not digitized.
10.

Disposal of old cases is a challenge and the Patent office should create a mechanism to dispose of
old cases at the earliest.

11.

Erroneous abandonment letters have been issued: Abandonment letters under Section 21

The suggestion would be worked upon and

received even when FER not received or Hearing Notices not received. Received duplicate

suitab!.g provision shall be made.

examination reports, although never received the original examination report.

Specific cases bearing problem may be reported
for resolution and further improvement.

12.

Abandonment letter should not be issued without a prior show-cause notice to the

No such requirement under law. Corrective

applicant/agent.

action is taken in cases if wrong abandonment
letter is issued.

13.

14.

There should be some procedure for escalation of matters which remain pending at the patent

Escalation may not be of much help as disposal

office's end. For example after hearing and written submission, matters still remain pending, in

depends on number of amended cases with each

many cases for years together.

controller.

In many instances, there is an undue delay of more than a year or even more than a couple of

Suggestion agreed. Necessary action to expedite

years in issuance of decision, even if hearing has been conducted. Some timeline should be set

timely disposal is being taken up on priority.

for issuance of decision after the hearing is conducted, and written submissions are filed.
15.

Hard Copies of documents: Subsequent to filing of soft copies of POA, Proof of Ftight,

Provision to view file wrapper is already available

Assignment, Priority Document via e- filing, the front office of Patent Office often refuses to

in Patent Office intranet module. Necessary

accept original documents with the oral comments that soft copies have not been uploaded on

corrective action is being taken to ensure

PO module. However, subsequently, when screen shots of uploaded documents are shown to get

acceptance of original documents at Front Office

hard copies accepted, the prescribed 15 days' time limit is over and petitions are called for.
Rectify the module so that Front Office can view uploaded documents instantly. Front office
should accept original documents when CBR is provided as proof of uploading the documents.

:.·.:
1·"··

!
16.
17.
18.

In case of uploaded patent documents, select multiple document option to be provided so that

Provision to download multiple documents of an

multiple documents can be downloaded simultaneously.

application is under development.

Limitation in the size of uploaded documents : Increase the upload size or provide provision to

Upload size has been increased to 30MB with

upload Zip files.

effect from Dec. 2017

National Phase Application: At the time of entering into India, if a minor error has occurred while

Provision to correct obvious errors is available

typing the PCT Application number in e-filing module, even though all the Forms and documents

under section 78{2) {through E-filing Form 30-

relate to correct PCT Application number, it is not possible to correct the PCT number.

Entry No. 37 in the first Schedule).

Provision should be made to correct an obvious error in the PCT Application number based on
the documents uploaded at the time of e-filing.
19.

20.

Uploading of Sequence listing in text format: Separate provision can be provided for this

Provision is already present in e-filing along with

purpose.

uploading of Complete Specification/Forms

Unable to upload general letters during prosecution. Include option to file "General letter" at

E-filing portal provides for submission offorms,

least during examination stage ofthe application {for Reminder to disposal, Correction in Patent

fees and other documents that are prescribed in

Certificate etc.)

Patent Rules. Documents that do not bear any
particular head under the Patent Rules cause
problems in the work-flow. Therefore, they may
be communicated to Patent Office as general
email communication.

21.

The website link provided·to verify the PCT application number should directly take the applicant

Provision already present in e-filing

to the WI PO webpage of the application

22.

Aadhar- based e-filing system may be introduced.

In process

23.

Alternative to e-filing on unavoidable circumstances :

Alternate remedy always provided in such

There could be alternative options for physical filing of documents in unavoidable circumstances

circumstances, if brought to the notice with

such as internet connectivity, power failure, e-portal issues on uploading etc. Or there could be

sufficient evidence for the same.

some remedy for filing documents late in such unavoidable circumstances.

24.

Preparation and Uploading of Form 1:

One· of the objectives of e-filing is to eliminate

In case of national phase applications, we understand that all the information is taken from PCT

human intervention at least on the part of

application {WI PO). However, still, we are required to prepare Form 1 and upload it. Similarly, for

documents being filed by applicant. The

ordinary applications, apart from filling in the information on online module, a prepared Form 1 is

documents that are submitted online need

to be uploaded. Unless such form is not uploaded, the application cannot be filed.

textual as well as Image/PDF data which requires

Earlier, such uploading of Form 1 was not mandatory.

the e-filer to submit data in both forms.

This may be seen as duplication of work. Either we should be required to fill in the details

However, efforts will be made to reduce

online, or just upload the prepared forms. Please suggest.

duplication to larger extent.
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25.

Biotech inventions: Please issue clear guidelines setting out examples regarding the subject

Guidelines already available in IPO website

matter not patentable under Section 3, so that there is no ambi£_uity and that there is a uniform
practice throughout IPO.
26.
-

27.

All NPL, non-English citations and Paid citations should be provided by the patent office along

Copy right issues are involved in downloads;

with the examination report.

therefore only reference is given

Stricter interpretation of patentability standards:-

Examiner and Controller, who decide and

We urge to adopt stricter examination while scrutinizing the patentability standards and reject

Interpret patentability of an invention within the

un-deserving patent applications on essential vaccines.

framework of Patents Act and Rules, are
competent for the purpose.

28.
29.

Controller contact details: Controller email id and contact number should be included in FER, SER

Email! IDs of all Controllers in Patent Office have

and Hearing Notice.

been updated on the website (under" Contact

Names of Examiner and Controller should be provided on the website once the examination

Us")

starts and whenever there is a change in the Controller.
30.

Section 8 information- Cases during prosecution are rejected on Section 8 despite compliance

Specificcases need to be highlighted

during the pendency ofthe application.
In case the there is a delay in filing Form 3 or status, 99. 5% ofthe Controllers exercise their
discretion always in favour of the application and allow petitions filed under the provisions of the
Indian. Patents Act.
Despite the Courts having watered down this provision EVEN AFTER GRANT OF A PATENT, it is
disappointing to see cases rejected during pendency of the application and petitions being
disallowed.
31.

Section 8 {2): "Controllers are aware of the prosecution history of other countries. In addition,

It is requirement of law on the part of applicant.

IPO has signed agreement to access WI PO CASE. But still few Controllers ask in FER, Section 8(2.)
details of "all foreign countries" or "USA, EPO, JPO and other major patent offices. "If a Controller
requires documents under Section 8(2), he should specify the name of the country instead of
using "all countries" or "major patent offices".
32.

Filing of Reply to the First Examination Report (FER).
Problem: Once Reply to the Examination report is filed by the applicant, 2."d or further chances

are not available to him to file Modified Reply within the permitted period of 6 months (i.e. Last
Date). Section 2.11imits the time period (within six months) to put the application in order for
grant to the satisfaction of Controller (Section 15), but section 2.1 does not bar to file a reply only
once. To put the application in order of grant means applicant have liberty to file further reply

If the suggestion is accepted, the system cannot
show the receipt of reply till the statutory period
is over and processing all applications, including
expedited examination cases, will get
unnecessarily delayed.
After filing a reply to FER within the prescribed
time, an applicant can meet outstanding

I
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to the Examination report within six month period.
Reasons for again filing reply to the FER within 6 months by the applicant:
If the corresponding Patent granted in USA, EPO or other major countries, the applicant wish to
amend the claims on the line of granted claims with reasoning's submitted at the EPO, USPTO for
novelty and inventive steps.
Sometime applicant approach Attorney or change of different Attorney, the modified reply to FER
need to be filed by newly appointed Attorney.
Applicant have liberty to amend the specification any time before the grant under section 59 to
meet the office objection.

33.

objections during the hearing proceeding, as
hearing is always offered by the Patent Office
along with issuance of FER .
During the hearing procedure, along with
amendments/ submissions to meet outstanding
objections as stated in the hearing notice, the
amendments desired under the circumstances
cited here can be submitted as voluntary
amendments for controller's consideration.

Uniformity of Patent Examination: Steps need to be taken to have uniform examination system

Guidelines for examination already provided.

in all the branches of the patent offices and within the branches.

Quasi-judicial authorities apply mind and

Clarity on "Non-Patentable" Objections in Examination Reports:

interpret/decide cases based on available

There is no uniformity in the approach of raising objection under Section 3 and Section 4 of the

documents on record within law.

Patents Act, 1970 among the branch offices. The objections are raised without reasoning.
Mere repetition of objections in FER /Hearing Notices:
Objections have been repeated without considering any claim amendments filed by the applicant
at the time of filing in India. Further, objections raised in the Examination Reports are repeated in
the Hearing notices. In most of the cases, objections of Examination Reports are rendered moot
due to claim amendments; still objections are maintained in the hearing notices.

34.

Format of Examination Reports:

Already done.

The Examination Reports can be modified to include only the objections, which are required to be
attended to by the Applicant. The parts of the Examination Reports that are "Not Applicable"
can be removed for clarity of the reports.

35.

In Expedited Examination, despite reply to FERs, no actions taken by Patent Office. Hearing of

Further processing of expedited cases taken after

amended cases, following examination of !=!Xpedited cases, has not been provided by module

receipt of reply to FER on priority as per rule
24(c)

36.

37.

Currently, provision of Expedited examination can be utilized only by Indian applicants. Provision

Applicants, irrespective of country of origin, are

should be made so that even foreign applicant can be benefited by expedited examination.

eligible under rule 24 (C)

In cases where the technology underlining a patent application is vulnerable to infringement or

Expedited examination available under rule 24 (C)

under process for licensing, there is requirement for expedited examination of the application
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38.

Fee for Certified Documents :

Fee is as per first Schedule, which has clear

If we seek a certified copy of the complete file documents of a patent, what would be the fee

provisions in this regard.

1. 5000 + 150 for each page in excess of 30, or
2. 5000 for each document, like 5000 for each Form 27 + 5000 for specification as filed + 5000
for Form 18 as filed + 5000 for FER + 5000 for Reply to FER, etc.

39.

~
~

Where the Provisional Specification comprises of more than 30 pages, the applicant has to pay

Provisional specification ( PS) and Complete

additional fees for those additional pages. subsequent to it when the complete specification is

specification (CS) are two separate documents

filed comprising more than 30 pages the applicant has to again pay for additional pages. In such a

and cannot replace each other orCS is not

situation the applicant should be allowed to pay only for the pages which exceed the number of

merely an extension of PS. Filing of PS and Cs is

pages already paid for at the time of filling the provisional application.

complete only when filed with payment of the
prescribed fee.s.

40.

Undue financial burden in accessing information:

Fees are prescribed for natural person, MSME,

Consider requests from persons applying for information from NGO as natural person and

startups and legal entity in the first schedule.

accordingly charge nominal fees.

41.

~

42.

;

g
~

!1~

Form 30-_No provision in Form 30 for uploading correspondence of general nature. Prescribe a

Form 30 has already been categorized. However,

format for the manner in which miscellaneous correspondence/documents need to be uploaded

a guide will be issued to help applicants/agents

so that they appear in a similar fashion on the website. <reminder, additional evidence>

to channelize the documents through Form 30.

Drop down list for activities/documents to be uploaded under Form 30 as provided by IPO is not

Categorization of Form 30 has been done to

exhaustive. There are still many activities that are not covered by the specific heads fixed by the

eliminate pure miscellaneous entries that are

IPO. An open option should be provided for miscellaneous activity not covered by the list.

!

difficult to track I channelize otherwise. All

~

efforts have been done to accommodate

~

submission of documents/fees enlisted under

~

~

I•

Patents Rules. Any specific entry/provision under
the ambit of Patent Rules may be brought to the
notice.

43.

Inconvenience and communication gap during online hearing:Online hearings are sometimes not smooth due to interruption or slow speed of the internet.
There should be an interface where the applicant can indicate the portion of claim or specification

· The suggestion is not very clear as the option of
personal hearing is always available with the
applicant

that could help the Controller to understand applicant's point clearly during hearing.

44.

Since Hearing notices are being issued for long pending cases, applicants need time for
preparation to attend the hearing at IPO, Therefore at least one month notice may be given in
advance for hearing and one month time may be given for filing written submission.

Directions already issued in this regard.

45.

Adjournments: Even though a request for adjournment is filed with a specific request to adjourn

Timelines are well-defined. However, specific

the hearing at least for 3 weeks, Controller adjourns only for 7 to 10 days. "As the rule provides

problem, if any, should be stated.

adjournment by 30 days, Controllers may be requested to adjourn at least by 20 days. It is also
requested to intimate the new date within 3 days from the date of request."
46.

In case of contested matters, the hearing should be appointed in original jurisdiction.

Place of hearing has been clarified through
administrative directions.

47.

Time lag between the submission of FER and the issuance of the Hearing notice still is not fixed
and has to be worked out to avoid long waiting period for the decision of the cases.

48.

-

In case of applications with joint applicants, it sometimes become difficult to file executed Form

It depends on number of amended cases with
each controller
Increased time limit will only delay the process

26 within the statutory time limit of 3 months of filing of the application. The time limit to file
form 26 may be extended to 12 months.
49.

Filing of complete specification after provisional in module is not complete.

Implemented.

so.

Priority details : When an Application claims more than one priority, only the earliest priority

Suggestion to include all priorities is accepted.
There is a size restriction in journal. However, in
application details and file wrapper, all priorities
are displayed.
Guidelines alre.ady issued

details is displayed in AFR and Publication.

51.

When the biological resources are taken from India:

-

With regard to the issue of mentioning the source and geographical origin of Bio-resources in the
complete specification and requirement of NBA permission, when said biological resources are
taken from India:
A clear guideline is requested on whether the bio-resources can be said to be exempted from
permission requirements from NBA when it is sourced as a packaged product and hence value
added (such as packaged oils including castor oil, palm oil and when the oil cannot be traced back
to its original form such kernel of the seeds/pulp etc. from where it is obtained and hence in
indistinguishable form as it cannot be related to its natural counterpart), waste material of any
kind including household waste or procured from industries).
52.

Guidelines on NBA linkage to Patent Applications :
There are inconsistencies regarding NBA issues within the IPOs and the branch offices leading to
uncertainty and unnecessary delay in granting the patents. IPO can work with NBA with respect to
timelines on issuing permission to file patent applications to reduce the delay in obtaining the
grant of a patent.
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53.

54.

55.

NBA Requirement

Examiners/Controllers are well-trained in

In some cases, agents have been asked to seek clarification from NBA, on whether permission is

examination of applications pertaining to cases

required from NBA or not in the specific application.

where permission from NBA is required.

It is suggested that Patent Office may co-ordinate with NBA for such clarifications, and specific

Guidelines have already been issued in this

training be imparted to Examiners to resolve such issues during examination stage, instead of

regard. However, any specific case can be

raising such issues during hearing stage.

brought to notice.

"No uniformity in the mode as well as in the format of the Notice issued under Rule 55 (3) about

Suggestion to implement standard practice and

the ·pre-grant opposition. it is important to follow a standard practice and format. Notice under

format is accepted. Module for Pre/Post Grant

Rule 55(3) should not be combined with FER.

Oppositions is already under development.

Opposition matters: It is very difficult to track/view opposition, if any, filed against any patent/

Development of Modules for Pre/Post grant

patent application. Pre-grant oppositions remain unserved on the applicants for years. A separate

oppositions is underway.

listing option for oppositions documents should be made and the status of the patent/patent
application should indicate if an opposition is presently pending.

56.

Form-16 changes not reflected in module (i.e. online patent register).

Already reflected on E-register.

57.

Form 6: At the time of filing Form 6, we cannot file fresh Forms in the name of claimant.

As per rules, fresh form can be filed only after

Provisions can be made under Form 6 to upload fresh Forms in the name of claimant.

acceptance of form-6. Necessary action taken to
clear pendency in processing of Form-6.

58.

Record in module is not updated after Post-dating of applications

Post-dating module has been revamped to
overcome the said problem.

59.

There is some confusion in Requesting Certified Copies or Patent Status for the third party

It is Requester's status.

applications, in choosing Applicant Status, i.e. Requester status or a Patent applicant status?

60.

•

Patent Office could issue guidelines for the documentary proof that can be accepted to claim,

Defined in the Rules. Any specific instance should

'Small Entity', particularly for foreign applicants.

be brought to notice .

61.

A circular may please be issued so that all the Controllers accept a sworn affidavit by the claimant

62.

A circular can be issued clarifying the prescribed time limit for filing various documents/

Timelines are well-defined. However, specific

information to avoid unnecessary confusion.

problem, if any, be brought to notice, so that the

as sufficient supporting document to claim MSME status under Patents Rules.

same can be resolved.

63.

Recorda! of change of name /address for services/transfer of rights are not being updated

Already expedited and pendency under

promptly causing inconvenience to Applicants and unnecessary delay in case of

clearance.

licensing/technology transfer etc.

64.

If PCT Application is not published, we are not able to take any action for the national phase

Request for early publication of PCT Application

application filed in India.

shall be made to WIPO IB under article 21(2) (b)
to achieve this.

65.

Display of PCT Application Number in important documents: "PCT Application number can be

Suggestion accepted. International PCT

displayed in status screen and in FER"

application number shall be made available in
FER.

66.

Refund: Even after receiving the message "payment success", we get refund after couple of days

This is an issue between the bank and the

due to some error. Any payment error should be resolved on the same ·day including the

applicant. Each bank conducts a reconciliation of

intimation of refund.

transactions at their own scheduled time period
and, thereafter, they make refund of
unsuccessful transactions.

67.

Introduce Renewal fee system form 3rd year onwards irrespective of the Applications is Granted

Legal provisions do not permit this.

or under Examination or yet to be Examined like in Europe.

68.

The Patent Act provides an opportunity to the applicant to add inventor(s) if required at the time

Since Application (Form 1) is amended under

of filing Complete Specification and a statement signed by the additional inventor(s) has to be

section 57 of the Act, Form 13 is required.

provided in Form 5. As per present practice, such a change in the list of inventors requires filing
of form 13 along with fresh application form 1. Since the Patent Act provides opportunity to the
applicant to add inventor(s) if required at this stage, no form 13 should be required.

69.

Cognate applications- In case of cognate applications, patent office module is abandoning the

Issue is being reviewed and the same shall be

first filed provisional application and updating the records in the last filed application. This is

rectified if discrepancy is found.

incorrect in accordance with section 9(2) ofthe Act. Needs to be corrected.

70.

•

During patent prosecution, can an applicant go back & forth with respect to scope of claims?

During prosecution of an application, an

What I mean is, during prosecution, can an applicant narrow down the scope and subsequently

applicant can submit voluntary amendments to

again broaden the scope? If this is allowed, one can file opposition based on which set of claims?

the claims- (a) in a reply to FER, (b) in the written
submission against hearing notice issued for
outstanding objections and (c) during hearing
proceeding before the controller. However,
voluntary amendments are subject to approval
by the controller.
Pre- grant Opposition can be filed against the
claims published under section 11(A) (originally
filed as well as subsequently amended). A copy

i

'

of amendments/ amended claims filed
before/during the hearing proceedings, shall be
necessarily given to the opponent.

71.

If a patent applicant wrongfully amends claims, what is the remedy? There is no ground

Any amendment to the claims published under

available u/S. 25(1) or 25(2) for pre- or post-grant opposition for taking objection as to wrongful

section 11 (A) shall be shared/made available to

amendment of claims.

the opponent during pre/post-grant opposition
proceedings and, hence, the words, "Wrongful
amendment of claims" have no meaning.

72.

Errors need to be rectified in publication of patent applications

Publication correction option being provided in
Form 30 as drop- down menu.

73.

There has been a lot of delay in publication of patent applications.

As seen from the following table, applications
published during 2016-17 were 86766 against

i'· . ·.. •·
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annual average of about 32000 for 2012-13 to
2015-16.

2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-2017
86,766
26,159 31,413 ·. 26,934 44,068
This year 32100 applications have been
published up to Nov. 2017. As of now, about
1800 applications (matured RQs) are awaiting
publication and the same will be completed this
month.

74.

Digital Family Patent option for Indian Patent Applications.

In PASS caters to the database of Indian Patent
applications only. Therefore, It is currently
restricted to provide information of Indian
Patents, rather than Patent family from different
Patent offices.

75.

The file wrapper available on the website can be improved by chronological upload of

Provision to view file wrapper is already available

documents and uniform and classified nomenclature of the documents. We expect the file

in Patent Office intranet module. Necessary

wrapper to be like EPO/USPTO that is user friendly.

corrective action is being taken to ensure
acceptance of original documents at Front Office.

76.

Email Communication to be linked to file wrapper:

Public Private Pair needs to be implemented.

h:!·.

Significant communication with the agent should be effected through email and all email

Under consideration

communications with the Patent Office should form a part of the file wrapper. The Patent Office,
should accept email communication for correspondence. Email Communication to be linked to
file wrapper:
Indexing of patent documents need to be provided

77.

Entire bibliographic contents of Patent
applications is now indexed and efforts are on to
further improve the display of applications.

78.
~
~

79.

.

Since the Controller/Registrars orders are the orders from quasi-judicial authority, these orders

Controllers' decisions are displayed according to

to be made available date-wise on IPO website .

the dates! as required

Search of Controller decisions:

New version/interface is under consideration

Current search options are limited, not user friendly and lead to a cumbersome search. It is not
possible to search the controller's decisions on the basis of the names of the controllers and
technology area. Do a proper classification of orders according to technology domain; section and
key rejections like in a Court order (synopsis)

80.

IPO search facility:

Differences in the display/features/ procedures

The features of this search facility have been constrained and utility has been narrowed in the

have been noticed in current and previous

recent years.

versions of IN PASS due to technical issues

Currently broad details from 'invention title' up to 'abstract' are in one frame. Complete

involved in Indexing of Database.

specifications are extracted from what seems to be a different table in the second frame. Third

However, the suggestion/feedbacks from

window displays the rest ofthe 'details'. We cannot navigate to even next record from this

stakeholders have been taken and compiled to

display.This feature introduced in the recent years has made the search function of the patent

resolve the reported issues. The work on the

database primitive.

same has been started for resolution.

This new version has made download of tbe records for any offline analysis impossible. Many
research analysis would need download patent records to understand innovation trends and
such features in the national context.
Captcha Code requirement for every search introduced seem to reflect a 'siege mentality'.
Please modify your interface to facilitate record download for creating off load database of Indian
patents. This would offset the load on IPO server, among other things.
We have moved from what seemed to be an OK version of search to a 'bad' one, as we changed
from previous search interface.
Can we please get back to the previous version of the search, where the details appeared on
the click for details?

81.

Journal publication page not readily available when Search is done. Revert to previously available

Journal number is available as publication

option, where journal publication page was visible when search was made in In PASS module;

number in lnPASS

essential to cross check various details of the application, including number of claims etc.

82.

83.

Non-availability of records of old patents/applications on the IPO website. In many instances,

The In PASS is being worked upon to address

the application/patent number does not exist on the portal and thus, online actions cannot be

various issues and shall be made available upon

taken in such cases for e.g. Requests for certified copies, photocopies, inspection of register etc.

completion of development.

Unavailability of complete set of patent documents in lnPASS database:
The uploaded documents are incomplete, in particular the form 2 documents (complete
--

specifications) are mostly unavailable. At times documents which are available initially, are later
deleted by the patent office from the website.
Transparent and accessible lnPASS with access to complete set of documents including
specifications is recommended.

84.
85.

Under Dynamic Utilities, RQ status of issued FERs and Stock & flow of Patents should be

Work is being done to restructure the dynamic

reinstated.

utility and the same shall be reinstated.

Patent Office website not user friendly & Inefficient. For downloading file wrapper,_have to go

The suggestion is already being worked upon and

to application status. Patent Office website not user friendly & Inefficient. For downloading file

shall be available upon completion of testing.

wrapper, have to go to application status.
There should be an option to download the complete file wrapper in ONE-GO as in EP. Currently,
one has to click each link.

86.

Hearing via Videoconferencing can be allowed to Applicant/Agent from their location.

Suggestions noted and technical parameters are

87.

With the FERs and Hearings issued by a patent office where the application was not filed, to

videoconferencing facility.

attend the hearing the Attorney/Agent has to travel to the concerned patent office. This involves

New Video Conferencing facility should resolve

time and money for the attorney to attend the hearing.

the problems.

being studied to upgrade the existing

Skype calls and other ways of conference calls can be allowed to work efficiently.

88.

A telephonic hearing or hearing through a video-conference need to be made a RULE and not an
exception irrespective where the application is filed or where the controller is based.

89.

Sometimes, the video conference facility is not well equipped between certain patent offices.
For. e.g., between Delhi and Chennai.
Also, it would be very convenient for both, the Controllers and the Agents, if the videoconference facility can be provided on the respective desktops.

90.

Non-responsiveness of the Patent Office: There is no response of enquiries made by the

Helpdesk email is already functional (IPO-

applicant which is extremely frustrating.

helpdesk). Suggestions are welcome to improve

A helpdesk email should be created and all correspondence in relation to status, name of

the Helpdesk services.

Controller/examiner, post refiling status; post hearing status; Form 6 etc can be directed to the
helpdesk and then a response can be generated and sent from the helpdesk

91.
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Hindi version: Our request is to include a clause in patent rules so that publication of patent

Will be taken up in due course

document shall be in Hindi also.

92.

Patent/Patent Application status linkup to the Patent Sea.rch :Serial Numbers for the listed

Suggestion noted and will be worked upon

Applications, view documents (as previous) should be introduced in patent search.

will be worked upon

Single path for Application Status and Patent e-Register ifthe patent is Granted (As Previous)

Suggestion noted and

94.

Single Captcha Code for moving into Patent e-Register/Application Status instead of every time.

Suggestion noted and will be worked upon

95.

Application Status when RQ not Filed: Status of the Application showing as "Application

Suggestion accepted; correction being done.

93.

Published" for which Request for Examination not filed within the due time. Actual Status of the
Applications would be "Deemed to be Withdrawn .

96.

Suggestion noted and shall be worked upon

Uploading PCT translation:
Currently no place for uploading PCT translation is found in the efiling
module. The same may please be included.

97.

There is no option of submitting the sequence listing in text format in the online module, at a

Suggestion noted and shall be worked upon

later stage during the prosecution (after filing response to FER), e.g., during the hearing.

98.

Filing of Responses/ documents:

----------+-----------~------~--------------~

Suggestion noted and shall be workea upon

After uploading the documents for filing response, usually we check the uploaded documents
before submission. During checking, if we find any document uploaded wrongly we cannot
delete it from this page, since in this page only ''View Content" option is available. In that case
we have to go to home page and then we have to discard the full entry and upload it again.
It is suggested that if any delete or discard option can be inserted in this page for each and
every entry it would be helpful. Further an option of uploading the correct document may be
provided.

99.

E-filing of Annual Working.Statements Under Patents Act 1970:

Will be looked into within the framework of the

Working requirements of Chapter XVI of the Patents Act, 1970 are satisfied in ways not

Act and Rules .

contemplated by the Current FORM- 27. It is accordingly respectfully prayed that Current FORM27 be suitably amended to enable Applicant to specify the working information, as applicable to
their business context.
We have observed recently that FORM-30 has been redesigned and does not permit FORM-27 to

/
I

be uploaded in scanned format.

\.

One suggestion is to permit scanned copy of FORM-27 to be submitted (either by itself or in
conjunction with FORM-30 as in 2017 January-March). Another suggestion is to add a new field,
which permits the patentee the flexibility to explain in free-text format their basis for assertion
of having met working requirements. When the basis is other than manufacturing or
importing, the patentee should be able to explain that basis in this new suggested field.
100.
101.

C.B.R receipt issued on filing of a patent application should also provide the details of enclosures
filed with the application.
A separate tab for hearing notices or a drop list on the 'View Examination Reports' tab will help

i:j·

Suggestions accepted and being worked upon
Will be considered

access the notices easily instead of searching the notice in the file wrapper.
102.

It is requested to provide Cause list of all the four offices

Will be considered

103.

Setting some timeline for issuance of decision after hearing:
It is recommended that some timeline be_ set for issuance of decision after the hearing is
conducted, and written submissions have been filed.
In many instances, we see an undue delay of more than a year, or even more than a couple of
years in issuance of decision, even if the hearing has been conducted.
A separate tab for hearing notices or a drop list on the 'View Examination Reports' tab will help
access the notices easily instead of searching the notice in the file wrapper.

Suggestion agreed. Necessary action to expedite

105.

It is requested to provide Cause list of all the four offices

Will be considered

106.

E-register should be updated particularly for old cases to enable smooth renewal process.

Suggestion is welcome.

107.

Patent Certificate should be accompanied with the granted specification including claims or at

Suggestion is welcome; will be worked upon

104.

timely disposal is being taken up on priority.

Will be considered

least the granted claims.
108.

Intention of grant with the allowed text of the claim should be forwarded to the Applicant and

.

give a 15 days window period for the grant to happen. This will facilitate:

Not practical as of now. Can be thought of in
future

a) verification of the claims and correct any errors that might have arisen;
b) To file one or more divisional applications before grant; and
c) To file updated information in relation to Section 8.
109.

-

Unity of invention: All claims should be examined irrespective of the objection of lack of unity, in

Suggestion will be considered for administrative

view of the fact that the applicant has paid fee for all the claims. In case patent office cl:looses not

directions

to examine all the claims, then the fee for unexamined claims should be refunded
110.

Divisional applications: There is an increasing trend at the Patent Office of not granting the

Specific cases shall be mentioned

divisional application (subject to compliance of Section 16) where the parent application is
rejected, abandoned or withdrawn.

'
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111.

Renewal certificates should be made available in downloadable form like patent documents.

Suggestion noted and shall be worked upon

112.

Reintroduce the availability of HTML version of the specification.

Suggestion accepted. Display in HTML shall be
made available.

113.

There is a need of listing the documents in order of the uploading I date wise in the order of

The suggestion is welcome and the technical

prosecution to understand the exact status of the Patent I P,atent Application which will be

solution for the same will be developed

helpful in long run of the functioning. (if possible, by separating date and name of the document
uploaded in the prosecution history).
114.

INN (International Non-Proprietary Names) in pharmaceutical patent applications:-

Suggestion noted.

The applications are worded in a language which is highly technical which makes it almost
impossible to ascertain which chemical compound is being referred to in a said patent
application. We recommend improving the transparency ofthe Indian patent system by
introducing a mandatory requirement that all patent applications (particularly their title and
abstracts) related to pharmaceuticals should include the disclosure of the INN or INNs.
115.

Patentability of inventions relating to atomic energy

Controller/examiner is the competent authority'

Given the nature of the provision and lack of right to appeal the question arises as to what

to decide.

inventions qualify as non-patentable under the Act. How much atomic energy or radioactive

The office coordinates and communicates with

substance would trigger this provision? Was the intention of the legislature to ensure security and

the Department of Atomic Energy (DAE) on

prosper research or something more ?

regular basis to review difficulties

The Patent Office refers a case to DAE without assigning any reason or without reviewing the
subject matter of the application. There is no mechanism to ensure that the inventor/applicant is
given a chance to defend his stance. A notice period of 15 to 30 days is proposed before the
reference to the Atomic energy Board so as to give the applicant a chance to defend their case.
116.

Examination of Atomic Energy related Inventions:
Even if the inventions do not relate to atomic energy, only because the application refers to some
specific elements (like Thorium), the applications are being referred to DAE by Patent Office.
Further, despite clearance from DAE of certain inventions, like catalyst system utilizing Thorium,
similar types of inventions (catalysts) are repeatedly being referred to DAE.
Also, most of the times, such applications are being referred at the time of examination, or
sometimes, even during the hearing stage, which unnecessarily delays the prosecution.
If such screening is to be done, it should be done well before the issuance of examination
report, or even before the publication of the application. It is also recommended that some
guidelines are issued in this respect.
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TRADE MARKS
SI.No.

Issues raised and suggestions received from Stakeholders

Response of office of CGPDTM regarding steps
taken/being taken for improvement in processes
and resolving issues.

1

Doing away with the re_quirement to apply for grounds of refusal of a mark by passing speaking

Suggestion is good. We will ensure that all refusal

orders

orders are uploaded in electronic register and also

(Under the current practice only the fact that a mark is disallowed is communicated and the

send to the applicant as well.

applicant has to apply for the grounds for refusal. There is no time period prescribed for the
communication of the grounds and in many instances repeated correspondence in this regard is
simply unanswered. This practice needs to be urgently changed as natural justice necessitates that
the ground for refusal of a mark be communicated as a matter of course to the Applicant.)
2

3

•

Reducing avoidable re-advertisement of marks:

Normally, re-advertisement is done when

(In case any request for amendment in a pending application is filed before advertisement, such

amendment request is filed after the

requests should be disposed of before the mark is advertised. Failure to dispose of such requests

advertisement.

leads to two rounds of advertisements in several instances. Certainly, if any amendments are made

Provision is already made not to proceed for

post advertisement, then the application should be re-advertised.)

publication if any amendment request is pending.

Statement as to use of the mark in JR:

Form provided by the WI PO for International

Till date no provision has been made for inserting user claim in IR which contradicts the Guidelines

registrations under Madrid System does not

for functioning under Madrid Protocol, which state that every publication of IR shall contain inter

mention about use ofthe trademark.

alia following particulars:

Record management of IR application is done by

"Statement as to use of the trademark in India"

WIPO only.
In case the International registrations under
Madrid System is notified to India for ensuring
protection of the trademark and the mark is
treated as proposed to be used in India. In case,
an applicant claims prior use in India prior to the
international registration, he will have to file form
TM-M along with evidence.

4

Capturing proceedings before hearing officer in writing

As part of the quasi- judicial processing, a party

(Often there are several requirements communicated during hearings in relation to a mark (such as

can always submit written submission for hearing

disclaimers etc.) which do not have a basis in law. As there is no practice of authentically capturing

and the same will be uploaded in e-register.

the proceedings or recording the hearing officer's requirements in writing, the Applicant does not
get an opportunity to submit its response in writing leading to repeated hearings being fixed.)
5

Opport~nity should be given to applicant to revive abandoned application

Statutory provision is prescribed. No provision is
provided for reconsideration on late fee.

6

vA

Corrections of wrong entries such as date of filing, validity, names, list of goods: - No proper

Processing of TM-M is clearly defined. If any

procedure.

specific instance exists, the same may be brought
to notice.

7

8

9

10

Limit of 5 MB for upload creates difficulty, particularly for filing evidence. Request for enhancement

For smooth functioning of the system, such limit is

of the upload limit.

prescribed.

As a precautionary measure, the Office should consider publishing lists of applications examined

A dedicated space is provided for the purpose and

and appointed for hearings on a weekly basis in the Trademarks Journal so that applicants can

checking I cross checking may be done from there

·crosscheck their matters;

also.

The Office should look into improving the general soundness of official objections that are issued

The Office has already standardized the

by trademark examiners in the first instance. An improvement on this front will lead to fewer

processing. Specific suggestions may be brought

objections/oppositions and thus, decreased backlogs;

to notice.

The requirement of examination report and its objections under section 9 & 11 are not required

Requirement of user affidavit is made to support

when there is an "user affidavit" filed ( section 9 & 12)

your claim, but acceptance of the mark is subject

According to the above provisions under the Act, if any applicant shows that he is using the mark, or

to provisions of the Trade Marks Act only.

well- known mark or honest concurrent user, then the registration of the mark shall not be
objected.
11

Registration and Renewal:

Registration certificate is sent to the emaiiiD

Often, no notification of registration is sent to the applicant/ agent and in many cases registrations

provided, and simultaneously uploaded in the TM

are notified in the Trade Marks Journal after the actual due date (after 10 years). Applicants/ Agents

system.

are not given the time of 6 months from the sealing date to renew the mark and are instead

The System itself provides six months' time to

expected to pay a surcharge which is contrary to Rule 58(2).

renew the mark, if registered after the due date. If
any specific instance exists, the same may be
provided for verification.

12

Trademark Filing. Association Trademark of same proprietor filed in same class has not been defined

Concept of association fee is deleted but

in Trademark Amendment Rule, 2017.

association condition may be imposed, if decided
by the registrar.

13

Errors in Form TM-M/ TM-P

Request needs to be made as per prescribed

(If there is an error in the form used by an agent seeking to come on record for a registered or

procedure, as the same is related to change in

pending trademark (for e.g. Form TM-M is filed for a registered trademark or Form TM-P is filed for a

register details.

pending trademark) the same should be condoned without requiring the agent to pay the fee afresh
or without rejecting the request and necessitating re-filing.)

14

-

The Office should plan and communicate steps it will take to resolve the trademarks opposition and

Clearance of Pendency is taken stage- wise. By the

rectification backlogs;

end of March, 2018, the pendency , except showcause and opposition, will be set down to nil.
In the next FY, the Office will target the clearance
of pendency in such area.

15

Opposition: In opposition proceedings, evidentiary timelines are as follows:

For smooth functioning of the system, such limit is

- Rule 45 (Evidence in support of Opposition) (Time period - 2 months from ser-Vice)

prescribed.

- Rule 46 (Evidence in support of Application) (Time period - 2 months from service)

It may be noted that Four months' time does not

The additional extension of 1 month for each of the above stages has been done away with. The

vary in accordance with the days in the month.

current prescribed time is generally insufficient to file evidence.
Along with the date of release of the Journal, the opposition deadline may_also be indicated. This
would resolve controversies regarding months having 28/29, 30 or 31 days. Also, the Registry's
servers often hang starting around 1-2 pm on the deadline day and we have to call the Registry to
have this sorted. Thus, the hardware infrastructure may be suitably strengthened. ,

16

SMS vs email communication/service

Communication through email only; SMS alerts

(The Registry is requested to follow one mode of communication as communication on multiple

are only for information.

platforms creates problem in docketing deadlines.)

17

Address for service in International Registration

Address of service is important for communication

(For the sake of clarity, the Registry is requested to indicate if filing a request for coming on record as

related to pending proceedings in opposition or

agent will have any benefit for attorneys handling International registrations designating India. For

show cause hearing.

instance, will further communication (such as hearing, advertisement, grant of protection, etc.)
pertaining to such IR be directed to attorneys on record in India or will such for communication still

I
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be direct~d to WIPO?)

18

The service of documents is ad hoc and electronic communications are not being sent for all

lfthe office compliance is made before sending of

matters. Examination reports and hearing notices are often uploaded online, however electronic

the communication by the applicant on the basis

intimations are not sent to the concerned applicants and agents.

of details available on website, communication is

The Office should take steps to standardize the practice of Sr;!nding electronic communications in all

not sent in the matter.

'
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such matters.
19

E-filing does not give us an opportunity to upload miscellaneous letters online such as withdrawal

E-filing facility includes reply related to formality

letters or follow up letters, supplementary or additional response to examinations, etc.)

check fail and reply to examination report.
Facility related to uploading of withdrawal letter is
being provided.

~i
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No facility required for letter not related to
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application processing
20

21

Certain minor issues are- requested to be ironed out in thee-filing module. For instance, (i) in the

Specific issue may be provided.

amendment module relating to TM-M and TM-A, there is a character restriction which affects

No limit exists relating to specification of goods.

inclusion of lengthy names and specifications of goods, (ii) in case of LLP applications, partner names

Requirement of partner details in LL.P is not

are still required whereas the law does not require the same.

compulsory.

Well-known trademarks vs. trademark with reputation

A well Known TM is dearly defined in TM Act

(The Registry is requested to clarify the distinction between well-known trademarks and trademark

under section 2 (1) (zg).

with reputation. While the Act provides for definition of well-known trademark, no such express

As far as concept of trademark with reputation is

meaning has been given to trademark with reputation. The two are distinct concepts.)

concerned, the same depends upon the

1- ...
l

interpretation on case to case basis.
22

Issue related to Well-Known Trademark

Well-Known TM is already defined under TM Act,

(a)

Clear definition

1999.

(b)

Protection across the class and process and (C) Fee

Restriction is imposed on registrar against refusal
of such mark under section 11(5) ofTM Act, 1999.

23

Applications for 'well known' trademarks are not being examined and there is no progress since

Concerns taken note of.

their filing before the Trademark Registry. Urgent action requested.

All representations made before 06/03/2017 are
disposed of.
Scrutiny is completed in all41 applications

~~\~
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received by 30/11/2017 and further process will
be completed expeditiously.
A detailed notice is made available in relation to
processing of such application at:
htt(;!:[Lwww .i(;!india.nic.inLnewsdetail.htm ?333L

24

25

That, once a trade mark is registered/declared as well known trade mark then the. Registrar

A very clear statutory provision in this regard is

should not take anybody else's application in this connection for any class then it will be useful to

under Trade Marks Act, 1999 and, the same

register as a well- known trade mark.

cannot be overruled.

IRDI examination/objection Files.

Pendency before hearing stage is getting clear.

(No update is found in the site after filing response. No indication whether or not response has been

The issue will have no relevance.

considered, or whether application is refused; or hearing is being offered. Corrective action may
please be taken to get over this problem/shortcoming of the site.)

26

The Madrid Protocol has provisions for transformation of an International Registration into a

Amendment in TM Act, 1999 required for the

national or regional application and specifically provides that each contracting party to the Madrid

same, which is under consideration.

Protocol shall determine the modalities for giving effect to such transformation.

27

There is no provision for filing Divisional Application for IRDI Applications. Several other contracting

Amendment related to IR application can be filed

parties to the Madrid protocol have made provision for division of an application filed under Madrid

to WIPO only. This office has no role to play.

protocol. We submit that similar provisions be made in India also.

28

In an International Registration Designating India (IRDI), applications are filed on an 'Intent to Use'

No such provision exits under Indian statute.

basis and no provision to claim use is available. It is requested that that the Office look into this
issue and provide clarification;

29

It is requested that the Office should provide clarity on permitting and handling of amendment of

Current legal provisions do not permit

trademarks filed via the Madrid route. WIPO does not have a provision to amend trademarks and

amendment of trademarks.

expects that the National Office attend to the amendments of a trademark (if required) as per their
local law;

30

It is requested that under the provisions governing Madrid Protocol applications, processes be

Amendment in the Act is under consideration.

included for addressing applications for transformation and replacements, which are currently not
available;
f1%?~:;:,::~
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31

In case of oppositions being filed against published/advertised Madrid designations in India, some

Details may be provided for specific response.

oppositions have not been taken on record, allowing the designation to proceed to grant
It is requested that the Office should look into such cases;
32

Madrid applications:

New fee is already notified. WI PO website may be

The Official fee has undergone a significant change and subsequent to the amendment in the Trade

referred.

,.
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Mark Rul~, the filing fee is now INR 10,000 and 9,000 (fore-filing). However, the change has not
been made for international registrations designating India and the official fee there is stiiiiNR 4000.
There should be parity on this front and official fee may be revised for Madrid applications as well;
Transformation: Although the Act and the Rules make available provisions for transformation of an
International Application- [Section 36E (8) and Rule 71], currently, there are no laid down
procedures for the same. Such procedures should be clarified and laid down.
In case of applications designating India under the Madrid Protocol, the Office should clarify how it

Clarification will be issued after examining the

intends to handle opposition documents (especially affidavits under Rule 50151152);

legal provisions

34

video conference : Hearings over video-conference

Under consideration.

35

A consolidated post registration recorda! request in respect of more than one trademark is only

Your suggestion is taken note of and appropriate

1

uploaded against the first trademark and not in respect of the subsequent trademarks. This creates

action will be taken in this regard.

l

a practical difficulty in following up of the recorda I in respect of the subsequent trademarks and also

33

j
J

for filing a request for further changes in respect of the subsequent trademarks. We request that the
Database be equipped to upload a copy of the request against all the trademarks involved.

~

36

Current e-TMR Comprehensive Filing System be upgraded with a facility giving a page / window
tab where every attorney

I

I

agent could see those trademark applications live which is carrying any

Suggestions will be considered for further
development of e-filing system.

new communication I notification or change of status of a trademark.
37

For multiple offices or attorneys under a firm, we need to create multiple Login Credential
Creation and adoption of multiple DSC.
A system may be developed enabling an attorney to give separate access to his I'd as maker who can
see the details or create new detail at their end and final submission to the system may be made by
the principal

I

officially authorized person. Such works done by any other staff member .must show

who has done it.

21
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Markm.an hearing
A Markman hearing is a pretrial hearing in a U.S. District Court during which a judge examines evidence from
all parties on the appropriate meanings of relevant key words used in a patent claim, when patent infringement is
alleged by a ~aintiff. Itis also known as a "Claim Construction Hearing".l 11
Holding a Markman hearing in patent infringement cases has been common practice since the U.S._S_!l]2_fe~e
Court, in the 1996 case of Markman u. Westview Instruments, Inc., found that the language of a patent is a matter
of law for a judge to decide, not a :tp.atter of fact for a .i.!!!'Y to decide. In the United States, juries determine facts in
many situations,[21 but judges determine matters oflaw.l31

M2)
_I~

Markman hearings are important, because the court determines patent infringement cases by the interpretation of
claims. A Markman hearing may encourage settlement, because the judge's claim construction finding can indicate
a likely outcome for the patent infringement case as a whole. Markman hearings are before a judge, and generally
take place before trial. A Markman hearing may occur before the close of ~~cov~ry, along with a motion for
PE~!!!!ll!!!!_ry__i!li~~£t_ion,

or at the end of discovery, in relation to a !_!!Q~~n
hearing may also be held after the trial begins, but before jury selection.l41

fo_!Y~!!!_~judgment.

A Markman

The evidence considered in a Markman hearing falls into two categories: intrinsic and extrinsic. Intrinsic evidence
consists of the patent documentation and any prosecution history of the patent. Extrinsic evidence is testimony,
expert opinion, or other unwritten sources; extrinsic evidence may not contradict intrinsic evidence.l51
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